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(NAPSA)—According to a
recent report by IMS Institute for
Healthcare Informatics, which
tracks the pharmaceutical indus-
try, Americans spend about $424
billion a year on prescription
drugs—and the prices for many of
them seem to keep on rising.

An Answer
Fortunately, many over-the-

counter (OTC) drugs can be much
more affordable than their pre-
scription counterparts. Easing
people’s fiscal as well as their
physical pain is an OTC pain
patch that uses lidocaine, a medi-
cine that has been clinically
proven.
In its 5 percent prescription

strength, lidocaine works as a local
anesthetic that’s applied to the skin
to treat aggravated nerve pain asso-
ciated with post-herpetic neuralgia,
the pain that can occur after a bout
of shingles.However, lidocaine patches
at a 5 percent strength are often pre-
scribed for relief of other types of
aggravated nerve pain in the back,
neck, shoulders, knees and elbows
because the medication penetrates
the skin to reach the nerves and block
pain transmission to the brain.

Doctor’s Advice
As many prescription patch

users are discovering, insurance
companies are becoming less
likely to cover this item. According
to Bob Arnot, M.D., award-win-
ning broadcast journalist, author,
and former medical director for
National Emergency Services,
“This is because prescription lido-
caine was originally designed as
an orphan drug for post-herpetic
neuralgia. Therefore, the insur-
ance companies will only reim-
burse for that narrow indication.
“For years, doctors have been

prescribing lidocaine for other
types of nerve pain. Therefore,
patients have seen their prescrip-
tion jump from a $20 co-pay to
upwards of $240 for 30 patches.
Salonpas Lidocaine 4% Pain Re-
lieving Gel Patch costs about $12
for a box of six patches or about
$60 for 30 patches.

“For many, this product is a
godsend that allows them to save
considerable amounts of money.
It’s kind of refreshing to hear of a
pharmaceutical company looking
to save you money with all the
bad press that has happened
recently.”
As an avid athlete and Paddle-

board World Championship award
winner, Dr. Arnot adds, “I learned
long ago that oral pain relievers
can have negative side effects,
even acetaminophen. Therefore, I
rely on topical pain relief as a safe
and effective alternative.
“While there’s a difference in

the level of active lidocaine, 4 per-
cent versus the 5 percent prescrip-
tion, for the savings, it’s certainly
worth consulting with your physi-
cian and giving it a try.”
To provide numbing relief to

desensitize aggravated nerves for
temporary relief of pain, Salonpas
Lidocaine 4% uses a proprietary
coating technology that ensures
precise and even medicinal coat-
ing on all patches.

Where To Find It
The patch is available at major

national drug-, food and mass mer-
chandise stores nationwide, includ-
ing Walmart, Target, Walgreens,
CVS, Rite Aid and many others.

Learn More
For more information, visit

www.salonpas.us.

Keeping DownThe Price Of Keeping Pain Away

With prescription drug prices so
uncertain these days,many people
are relieved, in more ways than one,
to find an effective over-the-counter
pain reliever, says Dr. Bob Arnot,
seen here, practicing his champion
paddleboarding.

(NAPSA)—For hundreds of years,
the Christmas tree has been a pop-
ular symbol of the holidays.Most peo-
ple celebrated with a real tree until
the early 2000s, when artificial trees
began to gain in popularity for their
practicality. Advances in technology
let designers make artificial trees
that are both incredibly realistic and
durable.
In 2015, 81 percent of the more

than 99 million households that dis-
played a Christmas tree used an
artificial tree, according to the sur-
vey from the American Christmas
Tree Association, conducted by
Nielsen. Only 19 percent ofAmerican
homes displaying Christmas trees
last year used real trees.
Artificial trees don’t need

water, they don’t shed and they
can last for years, saving you
money over time. If you’re looking
for an artificial tree this year, go
online to find the widest selection
and best quality for your budget,
then consider these tips.
•Size: Artificial trees are

available in a variety of shapes
and sizes to fit just about any
home. Even lower-priced brands
offer full (traditional), narrow and
“pencil” trees in sizes ranging
from 4 to 10 feet. Measure care-
fully and consider a “flatback” or
corner tree if space is very tight.
•Setup: Today’s artificial trees

are designed for easy setup but the
amount of time it takes to go from
box to beautiful can vary. Check out
the www.TreeClassics.com Snap
Tree if you want more holiday fun
in less time. Available in several
branch styles and sizes, this tree is
stored on its rolling stand and sets
up in a snap, without heavy lifting
of multiple sections.
•Lights:Untangling and string-

ing lights can be difficult, which is
why themost popular artificial trees
are pre-lit. “Look for 100 lights per
foot,” suggests ThomasHarman, CEO
of www.BalsamHill.com, retailer of
what have been called themost real-
istic artificial trees on themarket. “A
71⁄2 foot tree, the standard for most
homes, should have at least 750 lights
on it.” Balsam Hill’s unique trunk
design comeswith premade light con-
nections—just stack the sections
together and plug into a wall socket.
•Realism: Artificial Christmas

trees molded from polyethylene, or
PE, have what many say are the

best quality, color and shape. Look
for branches with a mix of brown
and different shades of green in the
branches. “Our designers carefully
craft our trees to mimic nature
using cuttings from live trees as
their guides. So our Balsam Fir
looks just like a real balsam fir in
color and needle shape,” says Har-
man. For a truly different look,
visit www.Treetopia.com to find tin-
sel trees in a rainbow of fun colors.
•Warranty: A good artificial

tree should last at least 10 years.
Look for a warranty of no less
than five years on the tree and no
less than three years on the
lights. Proper storage will also
extend the life of the tree. Most
manufacturers will provide a stor-
age bag for the tree and recom-
mend storing the tree in its ship-
ping box to prevent crushing.
If you still want a real, fragrant

Christmas tree, get the freshest one
you can find—many trees sold in
lots are cut in October. Fortunately,
www.GreenValleyChristmasTrees.
com offers premium tree species,
grown in their native soil at farms
across America. Pick the date you
want your tree to be hand cut. It
will be cut within 48 hours and
shipped straight to your door.

Genuine Facts About Artificial ChristmasTrees

In the past 10 years, artificial
Christmas trees have surpassed
real trees in popularity and are
now so realistic that they can
mimic real tree varieties. This Ver-
mont White Spruce is from a
company known for high quality
and striking realism.

Fight Odometer Fraud
(NAPSA)—For a crime that has

so much mileage on it, odometer
fraud not only still occurs, it’s
growing. Recent research by Car-
fax shows there are still over
200,000 new cases of odometer
fraud every year and that the
problem has grown nearly 50 per-
cent in just the last three years—
but it doesn’t have to happen to
you.

Here’s a look at three facts and
tips that can help protect you.

1. What’s happening: Crimi-
nals are using software now to
change digital odometers electron-
ically and artificially inflating the
car’s value. Fewer miles equals
more money.

2. Where it happens: You can
find a rolled-back vehicle practi-
cally anywhere but the risk is
highest in California, Idaho,
Nevada, Massachusetts and New
York.

3. What you can do: Take the
car to your mechanic to verify its
condition. Their trained eye will
notice whether certain parts or
components show advanced signs
of wear that don’t match what the
odometer says. Also, get more tips
and information, plus a free way
to check a VIN for odometer
fraud, at carfax.com/guides.

To get a used car that can go the
distance for you, make sure its
odometer has not been rolled
back.

***
Language is by its very nature a communal thing; that is, it
expresses never the exact thing but a compromise—that which
is common to you me and everybody.

—Thomas Ernest Hulme
***

***
The more things you love, the more you are interested in, the
more you enjoy, the more you are indignant about, the more
you have left when anything happens.

—Ethel Barrymore
***

***
I feel a recipe is only a theme, which an intelligent cook can
play each time with a variation.

—Madame Benoit
***

***
What is food to one man may be fierce poison to others.

—Lucretius
***

***
You plant a tater, you get a tater.

—Southern saying
***

***
Curiosty...endows the people who have it with a generosity in
argument and a serenity in cheerful willingness to let life take
the form it will.

—Alistair Cooke
***

***
Human kindness has never weakened the stamina or softened
the fiber of a free people. A nation does not have to be cruel to
be tough.

—Franklin D. Roosevelt
***

***
The truest lengthening of life is to live while we live, wasting
no time but using every hour for the highest ends. So be it this
day.

—C.H. Spurgeon
***

***
There is no greatness where simplicity, goodness, and truth are
absent.

—Leo Tolstoy
***

***
No good thing is pleasant to possess without friends to share it.

—Seneca the Younger
***

***
Literature is an act of conscience. It is up to us to rebuild with
memories, with ruins, and with moments of grace.

—Elie Wiesel
***

From a botanical point of view,
there is no such thing as a pump-
kin. Pumpkins are certain varieties
of squash, which through local tra-
ditions, have come to be called
pumpkins.

Stuffing has been used to accom-
pany chicken and turkey dishes as
far back as 4000 B.C. However,
“proper”Victorians preferred the
word “dressing” to the more vul-
gar—so they thought—”stuffing.”




